Insights into the interactions between triclosan (TCS) and extracellular polymeric substance (EPS) of activated sludge.
Triclosan (TCS) contaminant has aroused wide concerns due to the high risk of converting into toxic dioxin in aquatic environments. During the wastewater treatment process, considerable amounts of TCS are accumulated in activated sludge but the mechanisms are still unclear. Especially, roles of extracellular polymeric substances (EPS), the main components of activated sludge, in TCS removal have never been addressed. In this work, the binding properties of loosely-bound EPS (LB-EPS) and tightly-bound EPS (TB-EPS) of activated sludge to TCS are investigated by fluorescence quenching approach. The influences of aquatic conditions including solution pH, ionic strength and temperature on the interactions between EPS and TCS are explored. Possible interaction mechanisms are discussed as well as the corresponding environmental implication. Results indicate that binding processes of EPS to TCS are exothermic mainly driven by the enthalpy changes. The proteins components in EPS dominate the interactions between EPS and TCS by hydrogen bond and hydrophobic interaction. The binding strength could be improved under the condition of weak alkaline and relative high ionic strength. Generally, LB-EPS exhibit stronger binding ability to TCS than TB-EPS under neutral environment, playing more crucial roles in the binding process. This work highlights the important contributions of EPS to TCS removal, that is beneficial to comprehensively understand the migration of TCS in activated sludge system.